Angel Numbers has been created to serve as a pocket guide containing the angelic meanings of numbers from 0 to 999. Designed to fit into a purse or pocket for easy transport, Angel Numbers provides an interpretation of more complex number sequences than was previously available in Healing with the Angels. This new book focuses on numbers such as 123, 337, 885, and so on. Whether you’re seeing these numbers on license plates, telephone numbers, the clock, or other locations, they’re very real messages from the angels. Angel Numbers will help you instantly understand the meaning of these signs from above!
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Customer Reviews

I for one really enjoy this book. I work in a call center where we deal with phone numbers and street numbers and it is very interesting to note how many numbers repeat themselves every day. The book is small and compact enough to fit in my handbag, and we all have great fun seeing what the numbers are saying to us when they do repeat themselves throughout the day. More than that, it is amazingly accurate when we apply them to our current situations. For someone who is seeking something deeply profound and analytical, this book is not for you. However, for those who want a brief but accurate interpretation of the numerical sequences which grab the attention, this book is a wonderful asset to the library. Its steeped in enough numerology to allow it to be right on the money in the interpretations, yet it is written in every day language and easy to use and interpret. I wouldn’t want to be without its wisdom as I move through my day. I also highly recommend Doreen Virtue’s
"You have guardian angels with you right now—continuously-guaranteed! Your angels guide you through your thoughts, feelings, words, and visions. They also show you signs—that is, things you see repeatedly with your physical eyes. One of their favorite signs relates to number sequences. These are the numerals that you repeatedly see on license plates, phone numbers, clocks, and so on." -the authors

Renowned angel therapist and clairvoyant Doreen Virtue says that one of the most frequent questions she is asked by workshop attendees is "Why do I always see the same numbers wherever I go?" Virtue’s workshop audiences love it when she discusses the significance of groups of numbers. Although Doreen included a chapter on the meanings of numerical sequences in Healing with the Angels, she has expanded this information into a comprehensive pocket-size book that elaborates on the significance of particular numbers. Both Doreen and Lynnette Brown channeled messages from the angels regarding the meaning of numbers, as well as applied their knowledge of numerology. Doreen is a life-long student of Pythagorean numerology, and believes she was a student of Pythagoras in a past life.

Angel Numbers - The Angels Explain the Meaning of 111, 444, and Other Numbers in Your Life is a 306 page pocket guide which describes the significance of numbers 0-999—including 00. The authors instruct readers on how to interpret longer numerical sequences. For example, to interpret 2112, you would look up the interpretation of 211 and then 2 and combine their meanings. For sequences larger than three digits, the angels say that the center number signifies the "heart" of the matter. For groups of number with six or more numerals, the meaning can be read in either in groups of two or three. Let's take 459136 as an example. You could look up the meaning of 45, 91, and 36 and combine the interpretation. Or, you could choose to look up the meaning of 459 and 136, and combine their meaning. The meaning of 459 is: "The angels help you remove obstacles in your life purpose. Call on them to get specific guidance and help." The meaning of 136 is: "The ascended masters and goddesses are ensuring that your needs are continuously met. You help with this manifestation by keeping your thoughts attuned to the positive." In combining the meanings of 459 and 136, the message is that all your needs will continually be met, and that any obstacles regarding life purpose can be removed with the help of the angels. By keeping your thoughts positive, and calling upon the angels, ascended master, and goddesses, you will be aided in the process of manifestation. Angel Numbers is a great resource for those wondering about the meaning of numerical sequences that repeatedly crop up around them. Many times, individuals wake up at the same time, seeing a specific numerical sequence on an alarm clock. Or, a series of numbers keeps showing up on billboards, license-
plates, phone numbers, invoices, addresses and so on. With this pocket guide in hand, you can now discern what the angels are saying to you through numbers, and use these messages from the Universe for guidance and your highest good.Janet Boyer, author of The Back in Time Tarot Book: Picture the Past, Experience the Cards, Understand the Present (coming Fall 2008 from Hampton Roads Publishing)

I have typically been a fan of Doreen Virtue. I love her cards and own and recommend several of her books. However, this book I found to be a huge disappointment. If you are looking for the message that is repeated in just about every number sequence - basically, "the angels believe in you and want you to have faith, call on them for help" then this is for you. If you are interested in something deeper than that, you can find just about any numerology book out there and it will go into depth about numbers and their meanings. For a really accurate and insightful book, I highly recommend "The Life Your Were Born To Live" by Dan Millman.

Since I bought this book a few months ago, I have been getting number messages from my angels all the time, at least once a week! And all of them are a very precise answer to my concerns and questions. Extremely accurate, I think the book has a very powerful vibration and helps connection to all angels. If you feel attracted to the book, buy it immediately, you will see...

Lynnette hit a home run with her first book, Angel Numbers. All that hard work in Hawaii surely paid off. But I'm still not sure if writing a book on the beaches of Hawaii is actually work?Very informative and detailed, Lynnette shows us the why's, how's and where's of the numbers we see recurring on a daily biases and gives us details as to the meanings. This is a great book to carry with you all the time, so you can easily look up those mystifying digits. Lynnette is not only a great writer she is an awesome human being, a gifted spiritual teacher and incredible intuitive. Lynnette’s Chakra Card deck and this book Angel Numbers is an asset to any metaphysicians' library.
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